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Israel Headlines:  
 
US Headlines:  
Bush signs gay rights bill 
http://minnesotaindependent.com/21528/bush-signs-gay-rights-bill 
 
Martin drops porn filtering from FCC free wireless broadband plan 
http://arstechnica.com/news.ars/post/20081229-no-more-porn-filtering-on-fcc-free-wireless-
broadband-plan.html 
 
Video: Gaza relief boat carrying Cynthia McKinney rammed by Israelis 
http://dprogram.net/2008/12/30/video-gaza-relief-boat-carrying-cynthia-mckinney-rammed-
by-israelis/ 
 
“FEMA RED / BLUE LIST” Marked For TERMINATION 
Posted by sakerfa on May 31, 2008 
We are all on a Red or Blue list somewhere, those on the red list will be woken at 4am and 
taken to the camps and probably killed. 
FEMA DEATH CAMPS AND THE RED AND BLUE LIST UNDER MARTIAL LAW 
Pam Schuffert 
05/30/2008 02:05:22 12/16/2007 22:32:31 
 
While I have no doubt that the NWO-cravers at the CIA have their own list of people to round 
up and terminate, the actual proper agency behind the now-infamous “RED/BLUE LISTS” is 
none other than “FEMA BLACK OPS.” FEMA is NOT here to primarily HELP YOU. Under a full 
state of MARTIAL LAW, FEMA is here to send you to their DETENTION CAMPS to sort out WHO 
SHALL live AND WHO SHALL DIE. Those unfortunates whose names are found among the 
MILLIONS OF FELLOW AMERICANS on FEMA RED / BLUE LISTS will never come out of the FEMA 
CAMPS alive, although they may have to go through hell before they are finally terminated. 
Such “offenders” are essentially deemed RESISTERS OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER, as my CIA and 
military insiders told me personally. “Oh, ALL OF US in the CIA know ALL ABOUT the 
concentration camps in America and their purpose! We ALL KNOW that their purpose is to 
TERMINATE ‘RESISTERS OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER’ UNDER MARTIAL LAW!” (Source-Michael 
Maholy, 20 years Naval Intelligence/CIA under BUSH SR) For example, THE FEMA DEATH CAMP 
OF THE MOJAVE is a full gassing/cremating DEATH CAMP, dedicated to the TERMINATION OF 
ALL ON FEMA’S RED/BLUE LIST UNDER MARTIAL LAW. I have previously documented this 
horrific death camp, and documented the eyewitness accounts of several former NWO 
supporters who were flown out there. My friends, DOC MARQUIS (Illuminati) and ELAINE 
KNOST (CIA/Luciferian), formerly high level Illuminati Luciferians but now Christians for many 
years, were both flown separately to this facility in the Mojave Desert of California. It boasts a 
landing strip. According to another contact, a DEA agent who personally investigated this FEMA 
facility, it was recently DOUBLED IN SIZE TO INCREASE KILLING CAPACITY. It is fully staffed. All 
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staff members WEAR BLACK SWAT TEAM UNIFORMS. When I asked Doc Marquis what his 
sentiments were, back when he was a member of the Illuminati and given a tour of this killing 
facility, his reply was, “SHEER JOY! I REJOICED at the thought of CHRISTIANS BEING 
TERMINATED IN THIS PLACE!” A chilling response, but typical of this nation’s Satanists and NWO 
supporters! This FEMA death camp was shown off as something the NWO and FEMA was 
literally PROUD OF!!! And there are MANY more FEMA detention camps whose ultimate 
purpose under MARTIAL LAW is NOT TO SAVE LIFE, but to TERMINATE HUMAN LIVES DEEMED 
UNWORTHY OF ENTERING INTO THE DAWNING OF LUCIFER’S NEW WORLD ORDER. KNOW THE 
COLD HARD FACTS ABOUT FEMA! And then think TWICE before going meekly to such camps 
under a STATE OF MARTIAL LAW in YOUR region. 
_______________________________ 
We are all on a Red or Blue list somewhere, those on the red list will be woken at 4am and 
taken to the camps and probably killed. 
Red List - These people are the enemies of the NWO. They are the leaders of patriot groups, 
outspoken ministers, outspoken talk show hosts, community leaders, and even probably NET 
leaders. These people will be dragged out of their homes at 4:00 am and will be taken to FEMA 
detention centers and killed. This will take place approximately 2 weeks before martial law is 
enforced. 
Blue List - these are also enemies of the NWO, but are followers of the Red List folks. These 
people will be rounded up after martial law is in place, and will be taken to the detention 
centers and ‘re-educated’. Various mind-control techniques will used on them. Most will not 
survive this. Mr. Springmeier was not specific on exactly who was on the Blue List, but I would 
guess that people such as you and I are on that list. 
Yellow List - these are citizens who know nothing about the NWO and don’t want to know. They 
are considered to be no threat at all and will be instructed as to how to behave and will most 
likely do whatever they are told. Unfortunately there are too many of these to be effectively 
controlled, so many will be killed or starved. 
Shenandoah 
______________________________ 
RED and BLUE Lists 
Mr. Sea is a former inspector for the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Department of Defense. Here 
Mr. Sea elaborates on the ‘RED and BLUE Lists’ and what they mean. The RED List is for pick-up 
and execution before unobtrusive preparations for martial law are initiated. The BLUE List is 
also for execution, but later, within 6 weeks of martial law declaration. When you get picked up 
on a RED pick-up, they’ll take you from your home at night, probably around 4 am and put you 
in a black van, then drive you to a helicopter waiting to fly you to an intermediate point. There, 
you’ll be loaded onto a big 64-passenger CH-47 Chinook helicopter and fly you to one of 38 
cities where you’ll board a 747, 737, or 727. You may be taken straight to a red camp and 
executed. At some point, martial law will be declared. Martial law is when the writ of Habeas 
Corpus to have a trial by jury is suspended. Instead, of going to the judge, you go straight to jail. 
At this point, the BLUE listed people will be picked up. At that time, the country will be 
regionalized into ten regions, which are already designated by FEMA. The black choppers have 
state-of-the-art radio (RF) frequency wideband jammers, and can jam cell phones and CBs while 
they’re executing black operations missions. This means that your cell phone could be jammed 



just before and/or during any action against you. In June of 1996, an FBI agent got hold of the 
Region Three BLUE List (from a CIA agent), and found his own name on it, and those of several 
others he knew in Virginia. The Regional BLUE List stated that the names on the BLUE List would 
be picked up ‘within six weeks of the actual martial law declaration.’ It will work if the 300,000 
Soviet troops which are ALREADY HERE can get the guns. The ones doing all of this are 
operating out of the highest places in the Federal Government. They’re cooperating with spirit 
guides and mediums and using astrology and numerology. The spirit guides are telling them 
what to do, and the entire thing is being orchestrated at the highest spiritual levels. Every base 
has been covered. They’ve thought of everything. They often do things on the 13th of the 
month. Mr. Clinton does a lot of things on the 13th. On September 13, 1993, the Satanic Oslo 
Israel-PLO ‘peace’ accord was signed. Amos 3:7 says that God doesn’t do anything without first 
revealing His secrets to His servants the prophets. God is giving His people warnings. If we’ll 
listen to God, He is warning us of the times that are coming. We need to prepare. There will be 
an interim of probably just days from the time they launch the RED List, to the declaration of 
martial law, when they’ll start coming after those on the BLUE List. It’s the same blueprint being 
used because it’s the same spirit leading the Fourth Reich as led the Third Reich. In Germany, 
they used trains, here it will be helicopters and 747s. They are now in the process of villainizing 
Christians, Patriots, Constitutionalists, and outspoken talk-show hosts, HERE IN AMERIKKKA! 
Who will be doing the actual picking up? Foreign UN cops, probably Muslims or communists. 
Over 30 foreign military bases under the United Nations flag are already set up in the USA . 
These bases are already manned with over ONE MILLION troops from Russia, Poland, Germany, 
Belgium, Turkey, Great Britain, Nicaragua, and Asian countries. They will have no qualms about 
firing on U.S. citizens. There are Russian tanks, military trucks and chemical warfare vehicles 
outside Gulfport, Mississippi. Hello? That was hit by Katrina in 2005. Anyone see heavy military 
equipment and foreign troops near San Francisco? The Illuminati plan way ahead! There’s not 
going to be some future event when the invading troops are going to show up. They’re already 
here. When martial law is implemented, these foreign U.N. troops will be policing our country, 
carrying out the plans of the New World Order. God is warning His people. There isn’t much 
time before these events begin to take place. God’s people need to prepare themselves in 
every way possible. It’s not a time for fear. It’s a time for prayer, preparation and sharing our 
faith with a lost world. 
_____________________________ 
HEADS UP-CAREFULLY CHECK YOUR MAILBOX OR OUTSIDE YOUR HOME FOR DEATHCAMP 
MARKERS 
Posted By: Watchman 
Date: Friday, 9 May 2008, 11:44 p.m. 
Recently I have noticed BOTH a red and blue disc, about the size of a nickel, and placed on the 
outside of my mailbox. They are relatively newly placed. They can be removed but are stuck 
really well. They are reasonably thick and would weather well. They are not just paper. They are 
reflective. I live off the main road, and I drove to town tonight carefully eyeing all the mailboxes 
along the way. The vast majority had yellow discs, which are reflective, and show up well in the 
car headlights. As I got into town, I noticed some larger colored discs on the curb at several 
houses. I would imagine they could be placed on door posts as well, or most any hard surface 



such as a wall. Go outside at dark with a flashlight and check it out,and see if they are in your 
area also. 
I just got home and did some searching on google, and this is what I came up with. 
http://www.uaff.us/deathcamps.htm  
Scary stuff, but hey, we all have to go sometime.  
http://dprogram.net/2008/05/31/fema-red-blue-list-marked-for-termination/  
 
 
The US Army Document That Proves the US is the World’s Number One Sponsor of 
World Terrorism 
'In a ‘manual’ which is officially to be released only to ’students from foreign countries on a 
case-by-case basis only’, the US Army outlines a program of what it now calls ‘irregular 
warfare’, in fact US state sponsored terrorism, insurgency, and PSYOPS...  
...' 
 
http://dprogram.net/2008/12/30/the-us-army-document-that-proves-the-us-is-the-worlds-
number-one-sponsor-of-world-terrorism/ 
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